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Executive Summary
In 2018, an urban district in the
Southeastern United States, identiﬁed
for this study as Manchester City
Schools (MCS), developed a strategic
plan
under
the
newly
hired
superintendent. This strategic plan
established a district road map
centered around four pillars: Student
Success, Team Excellence, Stakeholder
Trust, and Eﬀective Systems and
Planning. A key strategy of the new
superintendent’s vision for Student
Success included the development of
district-wide Social Emotional Learning
(SEL) supports, for which there is an
expanding
body
of
research
establishing it as a vital component of
academic achievement and later
success in life (Durlak, Weissberg,
Dymnicki, & Schellinger, 2011). MCS
partnered with our project team in a
quest to discern how implementation
factors vary across contexts and how
these
variations
inﬂuence
the
implementation of an SEL initiative.
We investigated the conditions within
MCS in relation to a conceptual
framework that focused on the
features of SEL, extant literature on
program
implementation,
and

existing research on SEL program
implementation more speciﬁcally. The
thread throughout this research is
undergirded by Firestone’s (1989)
widely cited research around will and
capacity and their impact on program
implementation and Brackett et al.’s
(2012) work around the role of
teachers’ perceptions of comfort,
commitment, and culture on SEL
program implementation in particular.
In response, we developed
the
following project question to guide
our work:

To address this project question, our
team conducted a qualitative study
involving semi-structured interviews
of teachers and administrators in six
elementary schools and four high
schools. We interviewed district staﬀ
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in the newly created SEL Department,
conducted observations across the
district, and performed a document
analysis of relevant district and school
policies, reports, and communications.
Through a rigorous method of data
analysis and coding, themes and
patterns emerged. After integrating
all elements of this qualitative study,
our project team identiﬁed the
following ﬁndings consistent with
Brackett et al.’s work around SEL
program
implementation
and
teachers’ perceptions of comfort,
commitment and culture:

Finding

1

MCS educators are committed to
implementing an SEL initiative, in
order to support their students,
though their levels of comfort vary.
There was a resounding message of
commitment to the students and the
community evident across the schools
studied. Additionally, there was a
pervasive
sense
of
hope
communicated
when
educators
referred to the newly appointed
superintendent.
MCS educators
recognize the signiﬁcant obstacles
their students face and believe there
is an urgency for addressing SEL.
Taken
together,
these
beliefs
demonstrate
a
commitment
to
implement
an
SEL
initiative.
Commitment is an essential element in
both
initiating
and
sustaining

initiatives (Firestone, 1989; Brackett et
al., 2012).

Finding

2

Manchester educators vary with
respect to their comfort with SEL
and SEL initiatives. Educators
interviewed described SEL in a variety
of ways that did not demonstrate a
singular deﬁnition of or conceptual
framework
for
SEL
in
MCS.
Additionally, the majority of educators
reported having minimal to no
training in the components of SEL or
how to integrate SEL into current
classroom
practices.
Teachers
emphasized the need for professional
development to be intentional,
well-planned, and led by individuals
with a vested interest in the school
district and SEL.

Finding

3

Elementary educators have a
greater level of comfort with SEL
and
implementation
of
SEL
initiatives
than
secondary
educators.
Elementary educators
and high school educators alike
communicated an urgency to address
SEL early in a student’s school career.
High
school
teachers
and
administrators
communicated
a
concern with the organizational
structures at the high school level (i.e.,
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focus on graduation requirements,
areas of teacher certiﬁcation, etc.) and
suggested that SEL would instead be
better
addressed
by
outside
counselors rather than high school
teachers.
Conversely,
many
elementary educators suggested that
SEL falls within the scope of their role
but simultaneously questioned their
capacity to assume this responsibility
amidst other priorities.

Finding

4

The culture of churn of Manchester
City Schools presents a challenge
for educators who are committed to
taking on an SEL initiative, though
there are some bright spots.
Responses from MCS educators
illustrated a perception of ongoing
changes in district priorities and
initiatives.
This churn has had a
negative impact on the culture of MCS
and educator’s trust in MCS leaders
and potential new initiatives. Notably,
many educators expressed hope in
the new superintendent and her
strategic plan and it seems that MCS is
poised to form a more stable
environment that could promote the
roll-out of an SEL initiative. MCS
educators
suggested
that
SEL
programming
could
best
be
implemented by integrating into
existing initiatives.

Finding

5

MCS educators are invested in
shaping SEL initiatives at the school
and district levels. MCS educators
expressed a clear interest in having a
voice in decisions that shape district
initiatives. Their input could be used
to tailor the SEL work to the unique
conditions of their respective schools.
The insights gained through this study
oﬀer a blueprint to inform and guide
district leaders in next steps.
Based on these ﬁndings, we make the
following recommendations to MCS.

Recommendation

1

Administer the survey designed as
a product of this study as a means
to gain input from stakeholders and
generate support for the SEL
initiative.
Because change begins at the smallest
unit (a teacher within a school), it is
crucial
for
MCS
to
begin
implementation of initiatives by
understanding
educators’
perspectives on the pending changes.
The proposed survey in Appendix F
was designed with Brackett et al.’s
(2012) research on commitment,
comfort and culture at the fore. MCS
may use the data from the survey to
determine where educators stand in
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relation to each of the 3 C’s that form
the
foundation
for
successful
implementation of a new initiative.

Recommendation

2

Begin implementation of an SEL
initiative at the elementary school
level. Based on teacher perceptions
in
MCS, existing organizational
structures at the elementary and high
school levels, and literature around
SEL outcomes, it is recommended that
MCS prioritize and target elementary
schools for the initial phases of SEL
implementation.

Recommendation

3

Ground the deﬁnition of SEL and
the vision for SEL implementation
in existing district priorities and
initiatives.
MCS can tap into
educators’ commitment to implement
SEL programming by supporting their
capacity to do so. SEL can best be
implemented when integrated into
existing initiatives (e.g., PBIS, character
education) rather than presented as a
separate
stand-alone
approach.
Implementation will be enhanced by
communicating the purpose of SEL
and the connection between SEL and
current district priorities addressing
academic achievement and chronic
absenteeism.

Recommendation

4

Follow the steps of the Quality
Implementation Tool (QIT) to
support
a
successful
implementation
of
the
SEL
initiative.
Across many ﬁelds of
study there are similar steps in the
implementation process. Awareness
of and adherence to a process such as
the QIT (Meyers et al., 2012) shifts the
perception and function of initiative
implementation from being random
and chaotic to a series of steps that
can be enacted. Within the context of
this study, The QIT was selected
because it is grounded in a distributed
leadership model that is likely to
leverage MCS educators’ commitment
to an SEL initiative. Additionally, the
QIT models extant research that ﬁnds
initiatives are more likely to succeed
and to sustain when those directly
involved in implementing them build
capacity through engagement in the
design process (McLaughlin, 1990). It
is recommended that MCS follow the
six ordered steps the QIT to support
the complex and dynamic nature of
implementation:
assemble
an
implementation team, work to create
collaborative conditions to generate
broad support for the initiative,
develop an implementation plan,
receive
technical
training
and
assistance, foster practitioner and
developer collaboration, and evaluate
the
eﬀectiveness
of
the
implementation.
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Introduction
Attending to the non-cognitive factors
of student development is crucial to
the success of all students. Educators
inherently know that it will take more
than the ability to read, write, and
compute for students to succeed
personally,
intellectually,
and
professionally. An expanding body of
evidence demonstrates that students
who receive social and emotional
programming
exhibit
improved
academic performance, social and
emotional
skills,
attitudes, and
behavior (Belﬁeld, Bowden, Klapp,
Levin, Shand, & Zander, 2015; Boncu,
Costea, & Minulescu, 2017; Durlak et
al., 2011). At the turn of the 21st
century, school districts across the
country are increasingly seeking
techniques to serve the broader
purpose of education to better
prepare students to meet the
intensifying demands for succeeding
in work, life, and citizenship (OECD,
2018).
Notably, in the complex system of
education, new initiatives are not

easily implemented with success.
Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
initiatives are no diﬀerent. For school
districts, having an interest in
implementing an SEL initiative is
insuﬃcient.
The extant research
suggests that SEL programming must
be
well-planned
and
well-implemented in order to improve
the educational and life outcomes of
students (Bierman, Coie, Dodge,
Greenberg,
Lochman,
McMahon,
Pinderhughes, 2010; Durlak et al.,
2011).
Therefore, we pivot our
attention towards the literature
surrounding
SEL
and
the
implementation factors that lead to
optimum eﬀectiveness (Firestone,
1989; McLaughlin, 1990; Meyers,
Durlak, & Wandersman, 2012). By
shining a spotlight on structural and
organizational elements that will
aﬀect implementation, we seek to
highlight how Manchester City Schools
can work to shape the policies and
culture to support educators in the
successful roll-out of the SEL initiative
in Manchester City Schools.
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Request for Assistance and Project Question
In a Request for Assistance to
Vanderbilt’s
Peabody
College,
Manchester City Schools desired
insight
into
the
status
of
implementation of its new SEL
initiative—their new Superintendent’s
ﬁrst major initiative. In their strategic
plan, the district names Student
Success as one of its four pillars,
alongside
Team
Excellence,
Stakeholder Trust, and Systems and
Planning. Social Emotional Learning is
one of ﬁve components of the
district’s School Support Framework,
which is one of MCS’s ﬁve strategies
for achieving the Student Success
pillar. Through our partnership on this
project, MCS hoped to learn lessons
that would guide their next steps with
SEL program implementation.

needs for this project revealed that
their implementation was in the
earliest of stages. At the time of our
study, their Department of Social
Emotional Learning and its leader
were so new that professional
development and the development of
policies and practices had not yet
occurred to the extent originally
hoped at the time of the request for
assistance.
Thus, MCS and our project team
ultimately decided that exploration of
teacher perceptions, organizational
capacity, and their relationship to
readiness
for
SEL
program
implementation would provide useful
information as MCS prepared for full
implementation. Our project question
evolved into the following:

Speciﬁcally, MCS initially hoped to
learn about early-stage program
implementation, including teacher
perceptions of the SEL initiative, the
eﬀectiveness
of
professional
development,
and
ﬁdelity
of
implementation of new policies and
practices around SEL. However, initial
engagement with MCS around their
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Conceptual Framework
Program Implementation
Converging evidence suggests that
program implementation matters-- it
increases the chance of program
eﬀectiveness and improved outcomes
for participants (Durlak and Dupree,
2008). Most research frameworks on
program implementation describe the
various facets of implementation in
terms of slight variations on Rogers’
(2003) classic model that includes:
dissemination (conveying information
about the existence of an innovation
to potentially interested parties);
adoption (an explicit decision by a
local unit or organization to try the
innovation);
implementation
(executing the innovation eﬀectively
when it is put in place); evaluation
(assessing how well the innovation
achieved its intended goals); and
institutionalization
(the
unit
incorporates the innovation into its
continuing
practices). Finally, a
meta-analysis
of
program
implementation ﬁnds that in order to
be successful, innovations must be
clearly
designed,
continuously
monitored
and
evaluated,
and
modiﬁed or adapted to ﬁt the host
setting (Meyers et al., 2012).
Our inquiry was concerned with both

program implementation (of any
program) and implementation of
Social
Emotional
Learning
speciﬁcally. We regard program
implementation as being dependent
on both the willingness and the
capacity
of
individuals
and
organizations to undertake the
successful enactment of an initiative
(Firestone, 1989). When planning for
implementation,
organizations
should consider both the will of the
dominant coalition as well as the
perspective they are likely to take on
the reform. Whereas will is based on
commitment, capacity refers to the
ability of an organization to carry out
an innovation or a reform. Capacity
includes several dimensions such as
the mobilization of personnel, the
alignment of resources, and the
establishment of linkages with
schools (Firestone, 1989). Because
schools are often loosely-coupled
organizations where teachers work
in isolation from each other and
often work in separate buildings
from district oﬃcials, establishing
relational ties within schools and
between schools and the district is
paramount. McLaughlin (1990) adds
that change happens at the smallest
unit (teachers within each school)
and that will for change must extend
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to the district and state levels. In her
RAND study, McLaughlin (1990) ﬁnds
that educational methods that
involve and build the capacity of
teachers,
project
scope
and
structure are crucial elements of
capacity that aﬀect the success of
implementation. Teachers are more
likely to engage productively and to
implement an initiative with ﬁdelity
when they have been involved in
designing the scope and structure of
the initiative and when their capacity
is built directly to implement it.
Meyers and his colleagues (2012)
leveraged a meta-analysis of 25
implementation frameworks rooted
in implementation research to
design a Quality Implementation
Tool (QIT). See Figure 1. The QIT
posits
that
successful
implementation has six ordered
steps that an organization should
consider when implementing a new
initiative. First, decide on an
implementation team. Second, work
to create collaborative conditions
that
engender
community-wide
support for the new initiative or
innovation.
Third, develop an
implementation plan. Fourth, receive
technical training and assistance.
Fifth,
foster
practitioner
and
developer
collaboration.
Sixth,
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the
implementation.

Figure 1

Social Emotional Learning
What is Social Emotional Learning
(SEL)?
While there is no singular deﬁnition of
social emotional learning or the
associated social emotional skills in
the literature, there is considerable
conceptual overlay in deﬁning the
skills. The framework deﬁning social
emotional skills achieved by the OECD
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open-mindedness (curiosity, trust, and
creativity); and engaging with others
(sociability, assertiveness, and energy).
The three compound skills are critical
thinking, meta-cognition, and self
eﬃcacy. Scholars agree that social
emotional skills are learnable and that
SEL is comprised of the development of
these social emotional skills (OECD,
2018).
What are the beneﬁts of SEL?
Child
development
professionals
across disciplines emphasize
the
importance of the development of
social and emotional skills to the well
being of children (Darling-Churchill
and Lipman, 2016).

Figure 2

has achieved general acceptance. See
Figure 2 and Table 1 (Appendix A)
taken from the 2018 OECD Social and
Emotional Skills Report for an
overview of the “Big Five” domains and
three compound skills. The “Big Five”
domains of social emotional skills are
task
performance
(achievement
motivation, responsibility, self-control,
and persistence); emotional regulation
(stress, resistance, optimism, and
emotional
control);
collaboration
(empathy, trust, and cooperation);

In fact, the development
of social emotional skills
in youth is associated
with several positive life
outcomes beyond
childhood. (OECD, 2018)
When young children are able to
develop prosocial relationships, feel
conﬁdent in themselves, and express
and manage their emotions, they are
more likely to be prepared to learn
and succeed in school. Scholars also
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note that prolonged exposure to SEL
can have notable “preventive eﬀects
on the population-level rates of
aggression, social competence, and
academic engagement” (Bierman, et
al., 2010) as well as behavior problems
in general. Further, SEL can enhance
school climate by making it feel more
caring to students, thereby working to
lessen
high
rates
of
chronic
absenteeism (Schanzenbach, Bauer,
and Mumford, 2016). In addition,
mental and physical health as well as
gains in subjective well-being are
associated with social emotional skill
development. Mental health issues of
interest here include psychological
problems faced by youth due to
family-related concerns (i.e., cohesion,
communication, or parental practices),
school environment, and personal
resources (Boncu, 2017). See Figure 3.
Specﬁcally, the brains of children who
are raised in poverty develop
diﬀerently than their more aﬄuent
peers and SEL programming is
instrumental in closing this gap
(Sowell and Noble, 2015). Other
beneﬁts include an estimation that the
beneﬁts of SEL exceed the cost 11 to 1
on average (Durlak, Weissberg, et al.,
2011). Finally, in a world where “the
rolling processes of automation,
hollowing out jobs, particularly for
routine tasks,

Figure 3

have radically altered the nature of
work and life and thus the skills that
are needed for success” (OECD, 2018),
the development of social emotional
skills is a necessary component of
preparing students to lead successful
lives that are ﬁlled with human
interaction, whether locally or globally.

Implementation of SEL
Social emotional learning has been
implemented successfully in multiple
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educational settings, including urban,
suburban, and rural settings (Durlak et
al., 2011). As a prominent prevention
program, SEL can be a viable factor in
decreasing mental health challenges
among students. Programs included
in the core curriculum tend to be
more successful than add-ons or
after-school programs (Boncu et al.,
2017), and integrating SEL into the
curriculum with academic standards
can be an eﬀective approach for
addressing the need to uphold both
standards-based accountability and
social emotional skill development
(Jones, Brown, Hoglund, Aber, and La
Greca, 2010). Notably, some SEL
literature
identiﬁes
elementary
schools as representing an optimum
age to target SEL programming (Boncu
et al., 2017).
Teacher Perceptions and
Implementation of SEL
Teacher perceptions of SEL matter in
implementation of SEL initiatives. The
portion of our conceptual framework
around teacher perceptions and
implementation of SEL is rooted in
research around teacher beliefs and
social emotional learning (Brackett,
Reyes, Rivers, Elbertson, and Salovey,
2012).
As the leaders in the
classroom, teacher beliefs about SEL
can have an impact on student
outcomes, including those associated
with the beneﬁts of SEL described
earlier.
Speciﬁcally,
teachers’

perceptions of comfort, commitment,
and culture are important (Brackett et
al., 2012). Comfort is used to describe
a teacher’s sense of conﬁdence in
teaching SEL, and it is linked to ﬁdelity
factors such as teachers’ adherence to
program
protocol,
classroom
management
during
lessons,
continued usage of a program, and
teacher
attitudes
about
the
importance and diﬃculty associated
with
implementation
of
new
programs. Commitment describes
teachers’ desires to participate in SEL
training
and
teaching.
This
commitment includes their willingness
to
learn
through
professional
development. Professional development related to new programs is
linked to increased likelihood of
implementation. (Brackett, Reyes,
Rivers, Elbertson, and Salovey, 2012).
Further, programmatic success relies
on
collective
commitment
to
professional development, including a
shared vision. Teacher commitment to
learning about SEL likely also plays a
role in the teacher’s ability to model
SEL skills for children. Culture is school
wide support for SEL. It is inﬂuenced
by a core component of school
culture—the school leader. Both
adoption of programs and their
continuation is inﬂuenced by the
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leader, and the eﬀects of the
intervention are strongest when the
leader
is
supportive
and
implementation quality is high.

eﬀectiveness, teacher enjoyment,
student
enjoyment,
and
implementation quality with The
RULER Approach.

These three domains, or three C’s,
can inﬂuence implementation of SEL,
speciﬁcally program delivery and thus,
outcomes for students. In a study
(Brackett et al., 2012) of teachers’
comfort, commitment, and perceptions
of school culture, these three domains
were linked to teacher perceptions of
emotional
exhaustion,
depersonalization
of
students,
personal accomplishment, adaptive
self-eﬃcacy (i.e., modiﬁcation of
teaching practices to better meet the
needs of students), and support of
administration for teachers. In the
same study (Brackett et al., 2012),
comfort, commitment and culture were
linked
to
teacher
perceptions
associated with implementation of The
RULER Approach, an evidence-based
SEL program. The RULER Approach
integrates SEL into core subject areas
and teaches kids to recognize
emotions, understand their causes and
consequences, label emotions, express
them appropriately, and regulate them
eﬀectively. Comfort, commitment, and
culture were linked to program buy-in,
goodness of ﬁt, openness to
programming, conﬁdence, principal
support
of
program,
program

The Brackett et al. (2012) study also
found that greater comfort and
commitment were associated with a
greater
sense
of
teacher
accomplishment. Higher comfort was
associated
with
lower
depersonalization of students. Higher
culture scores were linked to lower
emotional exhaustion and higher
administrative support for teachers.
Key
ﬁndings
around
the
implementation
of
The
RULER
Approach were that comfort was
positively correlated with program
buy-in,
year-end
conﬁdence
in
teaching the program, perceived
program eﬀectiveness, and teacher
openness
to
the
program.
Commitment had positive correlations
with, buy-in, goodness of ﬁt, and
program
eﬀectiveness.
Culture
correlated positively with principal
support of the program.
In another study (Collie, Shapka, and
Perry, 2012), teachers’ level of comfort
with implementation of SEL had the
most powerful impact on teachers’
levels of stress, sense of eﬃcacy, and
job satisfaction.
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In
essence,
teacher
perceptions of SEL can
inﬂuence
their
implementation of SEL
due to varying levels of
comfort,
commitment,
and perceptions of school
culture. (Brackett, Reyes, Rivers,

Professional development emerges as
an important link between will and
capacity with the desire (will) to
engage in professional development
having the ability to inﬂuence the
comfort
of
the
teachers
in
implementing the initiative, culture in
the form of the development of the
school leader, and thus capacity (the
wherewithal to carry the initiative out).

Elbertson, and Salovey, 2012)
School
leaders
and
program
developers can use measures of
teacher
perceptions
to
assess
readiness for implementation of SEL
programming and then determine
timing, type and dosage of training
needed for successful implementation
(Collie, Martin, Nassar, and Roberts,
2018).
Linking Program Implementation with
Implementation of SEL
Firestone’s (1989) will and capacity and
Brackett et al.’s (2012) comfort,
commitment, and culture are related.
Firestone’s assertion that will and
capacity matter is supported and
expounded upon by Brackett et al.’s
research on comfort, commitment, and
culture.
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Contextual Analysis
Manchester: City and Suburbs
by the numbers
Manchester, a pseudonym for a large
city in the southeast United States, has
a population of 210,710 (US Census
Bureau, 2013). The ManchesterHoister Metro Statistical Area has a
population of 1,313,105, includes ¼ of
the population of the state and is the
49th most populous area in the
United States (US Census Bureau,
2013). Hoister, the largest of the
surrounding
suburbs,
has
a
population of 84,920. Seventy-two
percent of the population of Hoister
identiﬁes as White, 17.6% is African
American, 5.8% is recorded as Latino
and other population groups, such as
American Indian and Asian make up
less than 1% each of its population (US
Census
Bureau).
The
median
household income in Hoister is
$81,038 and 6.5% of the population
reports incomes below the poverty
line (US Census Bureau, 2013).
Conversely, in Manchester City, 24.3%
of residents are White, 72.0% identify
as African American, 3.4% are Latino
and less than 1% of residents identify
as American Indian or Asian (US
Census
Bureau,
2013). Median
household income in Manchester City
is $33,770. Twenty-four percent of the

population reported incomes below
the poverty line, including 41.9% of
those under the age of 18 (US Census
Bureau, 2013). Ninety-ﬁve percent of
students served by Manchester City
Schools (MCS) are African American,
4% are Latino and 1% are White.
Eighty-eight percent of students
served qualify for free or reduced
lunch. When compared with the
surrounding suburbs, students served
by Manchester City Schools are
overwhelmingly more likely to identify
as students of color and to live in
poverty.
The mission of Manchester City
Schools (MCS) is to “guide all students
to achieve excellence in a safe and
secure environment”. Although MCS
was founded in 1874 with the opening
of the city’s ﬁrst free school, today it
serves approximately 24,000 students
in
18
elementary
schools,
8
kindergarten through 8th grade
schools, 7 high schools and 1
alternative school. Manchester City
Schools is governed by 9 board
members, operates on a budget of
$280 million and employs 3,000
certiﬁed and classiﬁed workers. “MCS
takes pride in maintaining modern
facilities, providing standards-aligned
curriculum, providing highly-rated
pre-kindergarten classes, and oﬀering
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International Baccalaureate programs”
(School District Website Referenced
February 1, 2019).
Manchester City Schools welcomed a
new superintendent in May of 2017.
Under this newly formed leadership,
the district has reorganized around
four key pillars including: Student
Success, Team Excellence, Stakeholder
Trust, and Systems and Planning. Each
of the pillars encompassess speciﬁc
stratgies and metrics. For example, a
new Director of Social Emotional
Learning was hired in summer 2018 to
lead the Department of Social
Emotional Learning for MCS Schools,
which employs 16 people from
administrative
assistants
to
intervention
specialists,
to
coordinators and mental health
professionals . The district’s focus on
“safe and secure environment” along
with the creation of a Department of
Social Emotional Learning aligns with

research by Lipina and Colombo
(2009) that links childhood poverty to
profound,
negative impacts on
children’s
cognitive
and
socio-economic development. When
combined, increased enrichment,
nurturing
environments
and
minimizing stress have potential to
mitigate some portion of poverty’s
eﬀects (Sowell and Noble, 2015).
This section describes the context in
which our team sought to answer the
following project question:
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Methods
Through methods of disciplined
inquiry, qualitative researchers seek to
move beyond mere observation or
speculation (Shulman, 1981). In this
spirit, our project team employed
rigorous
qualitative
research
techniques with the aim of providing
an in-depth investigation into the
current conditions in MCS from the
perspectives of its educators.
Upon building a partnership with MCS
directors, it was evident that complex
shifts were occurring within the
district including the creation of the
Department of Social and Emotional
Learning and the corresponding
appointment of a new director of the
department. With such consequential
transitions taking place, the project
evolved from an analysis of the
implementation of an SEL initiative to
an exploration of the conditions in
place that would allow for a successful
roll-out in the near future. To address
our project question,

we
identiﬁed
program
implementation,
SEL,
and
SEL
implementation as the constructs of
our conceptual framework. Our
project team collaborated with MCS
directors to determine that document
analysis, interviews, and observations
would be the most constructive and
dynamic tools for identifying themes,
patterns, insights, and understandings
around these constructs (Patton,
2015).
In addition, a survey was
created as a deliverable for MCS to
utilize in the upcoming school year to
obtain quantitative data to enrich this
narrative.

School selection
Our project team used a purposive
sample of six elementary schools and
four high schools. Per our request,
MCS selected schools that reﬂected
the demographics of race, ethnicity,
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and socio-economic status of the
district as a whole. Since SEL literature
identiﬁes elementary schools as
representing an optimum age to
target SEL programming (Boncu,
Costea, & Minulescu, 2017), we
school, such as how diﬀering school
cultures
(e.g., content-specialized
teachers, focus on College and Career
Readiness), and structures (e.g., credit
requirements),
might
inﬂuence
teacher perceptions of SEL and SEL
implementation. As evidenced in the

determined that it was important to
target elementary schools in our
sample. Additionally, we examined
teacher perceptions in high schools as
a means to gain insight into how
varying conditions related to high
descriptive statistics below, the
schools that participated in this study
reﬂected
these
key,
core
characteristics - with demographics
that were representative of the district
as a whole.

School

Total
Student
Population

% African
American

% Hispanic

% Caucasian

% Other

% of Students
with Special
Needs

% of English
Learners

District

23,723

91.5

6.70

1.30

.5

11.60

4.63

Elementary Schools
Anderson

719

68.99

27.40

2.50

1.11

10.20

15.86

Barnes

495

86.67

10.91

1.82

.61

8.09

7.47

Bell

621

95.65

3.22

.64

.48

8.98

.32

Bennett

860

87.34

8.87

3.79

0

10.10

5.81

Canter

505

96.83

2.38

0

.79

11.06

.79

Chester

448

97.54

2.23

.22

0

9.60

.22

Derby

246

97.97

.81

.81

.41

2.85

0

Ford

628

97.46

1.59

.64

.32

11.87

.32

Henderson

443

88.71

9.93

1.35

0

11.50

7.22

Jenkins

405

94.07

4.20

1.23

.49

21.47

2.71
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Johnson

564

82.45

40.80

11.52

1.95

9.40

3.55

Lancaster

304

94.08

4.28

.99

.66

12.03

3.29

Lincoln

533

74.30

24.77

.75

.19

12.76

13.88

Morgan

526

93.16

3.80

2.47

.57

7.44

1.71

Murphy

437

96.34

3.43

.22

0

10.86

2.06

Scott

525

82.10

15.05

1.71

1.14

9.80

10.67

Smith

404

98.02

1.24

.25

.50

6.30

.25

Wilson

451

92.46

6.65

.67

.22

13.81

3.55

High Schools
Baker

789

97.33

1.01

1.01

0

1.52

.25

Coleman

679

94.40

4.42

.74

.44

13.60

3.24

North
Manchester

738

92.41

5.96

.68

.95

15.16

2.44

Preston

768

84.11

12.76

1.95

1.18

12.94

7.94

South
Manchester

1309

84.11

12.76

1.95

1.18

14.51

2.12

Sterling

835

97.37

1.08

.72

.84

17.10

1.32

Stewart

689

96.95

2.47

.44

.15

16.20

1.31

** Schools (pseudonyms) that participated in the study are highlighted

Our project team sought to include
schools in the study that also were
reﬂective of the district as a whole in
regards to academic achievement.
According to the State Data Technical
Guide (2018), the State Report Card
Grade is calculated by combining

Academic
Achievement
(40%),
Academic Growth (50%), and Chronic
Absenteeism (10%) for elementary
schools and Academic Achievement
(20%), Academic Growth (30%),
Chronic Absenteeism (10%), College
and Career Readiness (10%), and
Graduation Rate (30%) for high
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schools.
Academic Achievement
scores are based on the percent of
students scoring proﬁcient in reading
and math. The Academic Growth
score is determined by the individual
students
who
demonstrate
improvement in reading and math
from one year to the next. Graduation
Rate hinges on the percent of high
school students within 4 or 5 years of
ﬁrst entering the 9th grade. College
and Career Readiness is based on the
percent of students in the 4-year
cohort who met at least one of the
College
and
Career
readiness

School

State
Report
Card
Grade

Points

Academic
Achievement

indicators. The Chronic Absenteeism
score represents the percent of
students who were present and not
chronically absent.
The following
table
provides
relevant
school
achievement data. With the exception
of Derby Elementary, schools that
participated in the study were similar
in nature based on factors such as the
State Report Card Grade, Graduation
Rate, and Chronic Absenteeism.
Derby Elementary is one of the
district’s magnet schools. Academic
achievement, growth, and attendance
were all higher at Derby Elementary.

Academic
Growth

Chronic
Absenteeism

CCR

Graduation
Rate

Elementary Schools
Anderson

D

65

41.63

79.10

15.50

-

-

Barnes

F

58

37.69

68.81

17.49

-

-

Bell

F

55

34.50

65.51

19.37

-

-

Bennett

F

56

38.93

66.08

24.09

-

-

Canter

F

47

29.97

54.51

21.56

-

-

Chester

F

57

34.06

71.67

28.91

-

-

Derby

B

89

84.19

92.72

84.19

-

-

Ford

C

73

50.64

88.33

18.62

-

-

Henderson

F

58

41.12

65.78

15.84

-

-

Jenkins

B

85

70.01

89.32

10.08

-

-
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Johnson

D

63

44.75

74.79

20.21

-

-

Lancaster

D

65

42.04

82.47

30.06

-

-

Lincoln

D

64

46.21

74.45

17.61

-

-

Morgan

F

56

34.51

69.44

22.17

-

-

Murphy

F

58

41.25

72.09

41.61

-

-

Scott

D

69

50.60

80.00

17.11

-

-

Smilth

F

89

29.76

67.67

17.87

-

-

Wilson

F

47

26.98

56.30

24.36

-

-

High Schools
Baker

A

90

66.27

100

24.66

94

99.20

Coleman

D

64

20.54

79.12

42.66

49

80.00

North
Manchester

D

60

16.04

87.94

84.19

36

69.40

Preston

D

63

19.59

85.50

47.45

54

75.80

South
Manchester

D

62

16.29

79.12

42.66

48

80.00

Sterling

D

63

18.00

91.88

49.28

54

76.80

Stewart

F

58

12.23

77.42

38.43

30

77.60

** Schools that participated in the study are highlighted

Data collection: Interviews,
observations, and document
analysis
Interviews

To gain insight into the underlying
beliefs and perceptions of Manchester
Schools’ educators, our project team
designed interview protocols around
the following constructs of our
conceptual framework: 1) SEL, 2)
program implementation, and 3) SEL
implementation.
We developed
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separate, but similar, protocols for
each intended interview group:
teacher, counselor, principal/assistant
principal, and district personnel. We
followed a semi-structured model of
responsive interviewing (Rubin &
Rubin, 1995). Project team members
studied interview protocols to ensure
they had a deep understanding of
how each concept was being
examined before conducting the
interviews.

educators from various grade levels
and positions within schools to oﬀer a
variety of perspectives. To increase
their comfort level and promote
honest responses, we interviewed
administrators
and
teachers
separately.
Our project team
interviewed district administrators
individually which provided privacy
and an opportunity to share authentic
reﬂections. We conducted interviews
in conference rooms on school
property to provide a familiar yet
private environment for those being
interviewed. Each interview lasted
approximately one hour and was
digitally
recorded
and
digitally
transcribed.
See Appendix C for
interview protocols.

Interviews took place during site visits
at each of the ten schools. At the
preference of the school district and
to increase the number of participants
with the limited amount of time
available
at
each
school, we
conducted the interviews with focus
groups
of
teachers
and
administrators. We requested and
were granted access to a group of

The table below summarizes the
interview participants.

School

Administrators/
Others Interviewed

Number of Teachers
Interviewed

District

Director of Social Emotional Learning
District Social Worker
District Instructional Coordinator

-

Elementary Schools
Chester

Principal

6

Canter

Special Education Team Leader
Curriculum/Instructional Coach
Reading Coach
Title One Parent Coordinator

1

Derby

Principal
Counselor

4
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Ford

Principal
Assistant Principal

6

Lancaster

Principal

4

Lincoln

Principal
Counselor
Parent Engagement Coordinator

5

High Schools
North Manchester

Principal

6

Preston

Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
Counselor

4

South Manchester

Assistant Principal

4

Sterling

Principal
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal
Assistant Principal

12

Observations
During site visits, our project team
completed observations in each of the
ten schools.
These observations
consisted of school tours led by the
school leader.
As observers, we
moved through the schools in an
attempt
to
experience
the
environment from the eyes of the
educators and the students who
spend many hours of their days at
each school site. We noted relevant
symbolic themes and rituals and the
images and messages that were
communicated both directly and

indirectly. We took pictures of signs
on the walls, listened to what was
celebrated during announcements,
and noted the conditions and
organization of physical structures
such as stairwells, hallways, display
cases, furniture distributed and staﬀ
stationed throughout the school.
From our observations of the varied
aspects of the organization, we gained
a deeper understanding of the
organizational culture and context to
assist in interpreting our ﬁndings.
Document review and analysis
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In order to examine the connections
between educator perceptions and
the speciﬁc context of Manchester City
Schools, our project team conducted
an extensive review and analysis of
pertinent documents. This involved
an investigation into student and
teacher demographic data for the
school and district, high school
graduation
rates,
academic
proﬁciency data, oﬃce referral
statistics,
reports
on
behavior
resolution practices (i.e., the use of
exclusionary
practices
such
as
in-school
suspension
and
out-of-school suspensions).
We
reviewed social media messages,
press releases, policy reports, and the
Manchester City Schools website to
explore the information being shared
with stakeholders regarding the
district’s vision and priorities. Our
project team integrated analysis from
these
documents
with
the
observations and interviews to
generate our ﬁndings.

Data analysis and coding
Our project team began the process of
data analysis by completing a listening
overview of each of the digitally
recorded and digitally transcribed
interviews to develop a familiarity with
the content of each interview. We
listened a second time with a
particular focus on the elements of
our
conceptual
framework-implementation,
SEL,
and
SEL
implementation explicated through

the extant literature. Through an
additional round of listening, our
project team began to identify
illustrative quotes that exempliﬁed
emerging themes.
To begin synthesizing our ﬁndings, we
constructed
“concept-clustered”
matrices by pattern coding across and
within stakeholder interviews. This
coding process was strengthened by
the observations and document
analyses (Rubin & Rubin, 1995). By
building matrices, narratives began to
emerge that elucidated the complex
system of Manchester City Schools
with theoretical implications. Through
iterative
and
theory-driven
discussions, we inductively generated
a master matrix with key themes and
ﬁndings, developing a rich and vivid
contextual description.

Survey development
This study was designed to explore
and examine the constructs of SEL
implementation in an urban school
district
that
anticipates
fully
implementing this strategy in the near
term. The knowledge gained from
such qualitative inquiry could be
enriched
with
a
quantitative
component. Therefore, as part of this
project, we sought to develop a survey
that could be administered to
Manchester Schools’ educators. This
survey will provide a voice to all
stakeholders and give MCS an
opportunity to demonstrate that
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district leadership values and is
responsive to feedback given by the
community of educators.
During survey development, attention
focused on gathering depth, detail
and
nuance around educators’
perceptions
of
SEL, how the
Manchester City Schools system
functions, and the impact that school
and district contexts have on
educators’ perceptions of their
readiness and ability to implement an
SEL initiative.
As a foundation for this survey, the
Social and Emotional Learning Scale
for Teachers (Brackett et al., 2012) was
utilized. As demonstrated through
rigorous analyses, this scale is a
reliable and valid measure of teachers’
beliefs around SEL. Although this
scale eﬀectively examines teacher’s
perceptions of SEL, we augmented the
survey to incorporate items geared
speciﬁcally towards school and district
factors with theoretical underpinnings
associated
with
program
implementation.
These additional
questions
incorporated
guidance
resources from CASEL (2012) and
followed the conceptual framework of
necessary organizational factors for
eﬀective implementation proposed by
McLaughlin (1990). All eﬀorts were

made to create an educator-friendly
survey
that
was
succinct,
theory-driven, and yet comprehensive
enough to be informative to the
district.
During our visit to the schools, our
project team sought feedback from
MCS educators on the drafted survey.
See Appendix E for additional
information on the eﬀorts to improve
the quality of this survey.
This improved survey is being
provided to Manchester City Schools
as a project deliverable. Due to the
timing of the SEL policy rollout and
other factors (e.g., survey fatigue), our
project team and Manchester Schools’
directors determined that the survey
should be administered during the
following
school
year.
Recommendations
from
this
qualitative study will help to ensure
that conditions are ripe to support the
roll out of the survey in order to
obtain stakeholder perceptional and
experiential data to complement this
qualitative study. See Appendix F for
the ﬁnalized survey.
A summary of the limitations of this
study can be found in Appendix G.
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Findings

Manchester Pride
A recurring theme in our
interviews was a deep pride and
investment
in
the
Manchester
community.
Many teachers we
interviewed decided to return to
Manchester to teach because of their
own positive experiences in the school
system and their desire to pay this
investment forward to MCS students.
One school leader we interviewed told
us,

“I’m a product of Manchester
City Schools and I started my
career here... My experience
in MCS as a student was
fantastic! From kindergarten
to 12th grade, it was excellent.
I’m a graduate of Primrose
High. Expectations of you
were high. You knew you

were going to be successful.
That experience along with
the experience I got in a
career track helped me to
know I would succeed. I was
in college and I knew I wanted
to do something to give back.”
Another educator shared that, “The
best thing about Manchester is the
sense of community. As educators, we
are working together to support all
our students as one community, and
the broader community around us
wants to see us succeed, too.” As our
team toured schools, evidence of this
pride and community could be
observed in various forms, as teachers
enjoyed each other’s company over
lunches or shared about collaboration
with colleagues during interviews.
Community
members
engaged
directly with children in various forms,
from sponsoring student internships
in high school Career Technical
Education courses to mentoring
students in elementary settings.
In addition to pride in the school
system and in the community,
educators
we
interviewed
overwhelmingly
held
the
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superintendent in high regard. When
asked about the greatest strengths of
MCS, one teacher said,

“The greatest strengths are
the leaders driving the force
in
terms
of
the
superintendent
and
her
cabinet. I think that overall,
we have a lot of capacity in
terms of leadership and
knowledge. I think that the
superintendent is focused on
the right work and rolling out
the right initiatives that
should have been done a long
time ago. So I think that's a
strength for us. We're ﬁnally
moving
in
that
right
direction.”
Whatever it Takes
Beyond esteem for the school system,
one another and district leadership, it
was clear that MCS educators care
deeply for their students. Among
those we interviewed, there was
consensus around the necessity of
supporting children emotionally as
well as academically. One school

leader added, “(It’s important that we
are) meeting students’ emotional
needs ﬁrst and not going straight to
academics.” At a diﬀerent campus, a
teacher expressed,

“We need to know our
students as people and know
why they feel the way they do
and support them to express
themselves
and
to
communicate in a way so that
the learning environment is
better so that they can get
what they need.”
Other educators framed the need for
Social Emotional Learning as a
necessity to mitigate challenges
students face outside of school. For
example, one teacher said, “Let me tell
you why it’s (SEL) important. We have
these communities and I keep
mentioning these housing projects.
We have kids that come from about
ﬁve diﬀerent housing communities.
And if I have shooting going on
around me all day long and all
night...if I got drugs roaming around
my house all day and all night, that’s
almost like PTSD, you know, because if
I don’t feel safe, then how am I going
to learn because my priority is - I want
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to be safe.” Educators’ desires to
support students holistically extended
beyond identiﬁcation of need to the
desire to take action on behalf of
students. Though one teacher stated
she often felt overwhelmed by her
workload and by the needs of her
students, when asked if she would be
willing to take on an initiative related
to Social Emotional Learning, she
responded without hesitation, “Like I
tell my students, you have to learn
something every day or your day is
wasted. Sometimes the things we’re
doing aren’t working, and we have to
try new things. Willing, I’m a 10 all day
long [on a scale of 1-10]. If it’s going to
help my kids, I will try anything.” We
observed this dedication in action as
teachers gave up planning periods to
speak to us, and as educators asked
for business cards to continue the
conversation beyond our time at their
school.

Does That Mean….?

As a starting point in gauging
educators’ knowledge and comfort
with Social Emotional Learning, we
asked school leaders, counselors,
teachers, and district oﬃcials how
they would deﬁne SEL. Though most
could identify that Social Emotional
Learning has something to do with
students’ social skills and needs
outside academic curricula, the
answers we got to our question varied
widely across teachers, counselors,
and academic coaches. This quote
from a counselor best encompasses
the central idea,

“I don’t know what the broad,
correct deﬁnition is, but I
would say it has to do with
impactful learning, and how
individuals learn based on
their background and social
skills. That looks diﬀerent for
everybody.”
Other educators responded with
uncertainty, “I actually don’t know how
to deﬁne it” and “ I know that our
teachers know the buzzword, but I
don’t know if they really know what
what that means and all that it
encompasses.”
Some educators
recognized the breadth of SEL in
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responses such as, “It encompasses
the
entire
child-background,
education-wide, home environment,
the whole child.”

Classroom Management
Conundrum
Another source of discomfort for
teachers was their perceived abilities
to balance Social Emotional Learning
with behavioral challenges. When
describing the behavioral challenges
in her building, one principal said,

“It’s hard to try and ﬁgure out
what is going on.
They
[students] will tear my oﬃce
up. But when we get them
calm, and then ready to go
back to class and have a good
day. But the challenge is that
there are 4 or 5 of these
students in each of my
classrooms.”
MCS teachers gave many examples of
the behavioral challenges seen in their
classrooms. One educator stated, “We
have a lot of students who have a lot
of needs and a lot of social problems
and we have to ﬁnd something to help

them because they explode when they
come to school.” Another educator
explained, “Some of the things these
kids go through - it is the simple things
that we take for granted every day.
This is really hard on them and they
just have no way of expressing it other
than to act out.”

A Balancing Act and a Tightrope
to Walk
While teachers understood, by and
large, that SEL implementation could
improve classroom climate and
instruction, they were also very
clear-eyed about challenges. Many
educators wondered how they would
balance SEL implementation and
expectations to increase performance
on
standardized
measures.
Speciﬁcally, teachers expressed a
tension between what they believed
would support children’s development
and what the school, district and state
hold them accountable for. One
teacher observed,

“When children come to us
who can’t read we teach them
how to read. But when
children come to us and don’t
have these emotions, we
punish them instead of
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teaching them how to acquire
these emotions. I blame, a lot
of this has to do with policy
because we get pretty much
rewarded for how well we do
on standardized tests. We
don't get rewarded for how
well we teach our kids how to
acquire these emotions.”
One of her colleagues chimed in and
added, “I know at the end of the year
I’m not getting kudos for helping
Michael socially and emotionally.
That’s not policy. That’s not what
policy is looking for. That’s not what
he’s being assessed for.” This concern
around
the
permissibility
of
addressing SEL in the classroom was
brought up multiple times. As one
educator summarized, “Teachers need
to feel like they have permission to
spend time on this (SEL). It seems like
they feel pressure to be doing exactly
what is on the lesson plan.”

Purposeful Preparation
Precedes Excellent Execution
Many of the educators with whom we
spoke advocated for professional
development in Social Emotional

Learning in order to increase the
ﬁdelity of implementation. As one
high school teacher noted, “I’m not
[comfortable]. I would want to but I
don’t have the training or the
professional development skills at this
time to say that I could implement
that with ﬁdelity. It would be
something that I would love and want
to do though.” Educators we spoke to
were
adamant about the need for
pre-planning as the prologue and
platform for full implementation.
Though these sentiments were
expressed in every conversation we
had, one elementary school teacher
said it best when he pointed out:

“One word. Planning. When
you don’t adequately plan,
you are stressed. Your kids
aren’t gonna get it. When you
plan, you have time to step
back. You have time to reﬂect.
You have time to relax. I
would prefer if they started
professional development this
spring and we could wrap our
minds about how we would
integrate this meaningfully
into our classrooms before, as
we plan over the summer.
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This would be way better than
having PD in the summer
right before school starts. ”
Another leader underscored the need
for
investing
early
and
with
intentionality, nothing that she would
spend her own Title I funds to begin
training immediately in order to give
her staﬀ time to best prepare for
implementation
in
fall
2019.
Additionally, a principal advised that
sharing
the
vision
for
SEL
implementation is crucial.

“Present the information.
What is SEL? What does it look
like and why are we doing
this? What’s the eﬀect that it’s
going to have on children. You
have to make sure that they
[teachers] know that it’s a
need.”
Context Knowledge Matters
Another
suggestion
we
heard
frequently was that professional
development should be delivered by
insiders who know Manchester City
Schools well. One educator summed it
up well when he shared “I have one

suggestion - make sure you hire
people (to train) from within…
competent educated people from
within who know this district. Stop
bringing in people from the outside
who don’t care, who don’t have a
vested interest in our kids, in our
community, all the stakeholders.”

It’s Elementary
Whereas we did not encounter a
single elementary educator who
believed that SEL initiatives were
outside of the scope of their role, we
did not hear the same from those we
interviewed at the high school level.
As one high school assistant principal
stated, “There’s no way you can teach
the curriculum and teach what you
need to know and deal with [SEL]. We
have to have other people to deal with
that. Everyone has to be accountable
for their ﬁeld. If social emotional
learning is a problem, which it is in
urban schools, we need more
counselors.
You can’t expect an
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English teacher to solve social
emotional problems. It doesn’t matter
how
much
PD
(professional
development) you give them.”
This concern appeared to be related
to the pressure educators feel to help
students reach high levels of academic
achievement; many could not connect
SEL and academic achievement. An
assistant principal asked, “At what
point does she stop being an English
teacher and start being a counselor?
She can’t wear both hats. She’s not
going to be successful.”
Many school leaders expressed
concerns about high school teachers’
understanding and preparation for
integrating SEL into the classroom.
This perception was frequently
referenced at the high school level, in
reference to the nature of high school
organizational structures (i.e., areas of
teacher
certiﬁcation,
credit
requirements for graduation) and the
expectation that high school teachers
must be content experts. One high
school principal asserted, “They
(teachers) aren’t trained. They are
trained in their particular area, their
content area.
So to have them
facilitate any type of instruction
dealing with that social emotional
piece, it’s kind of unfair to the
teacher.”

High school teachers concurred with
this sentiment and articulated their
logic for focusing SEL programming at
the elementary level. When asked
what role should SEL play in MCS
schools, one high school teacher
explained,

“I think it varies depending on
the level, whether you are on
an elementary level or middle
school level or high school
level. When you start talking
about formative years in
elementary school, there has
to be something put in place
to help mold the students
before they get to us.
Because by the time we get
them, they already have all
these ideas about what their
beliefs are. It’s kind of hard to
change them once they are in
high school if you haven’t
started oﬀ at an early age.”
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Churn, Change and Capacity
Educators cited a great deal of churn
in district-level leadership at MCS. One
leader shared that changes in
leadership was one of the greatest
challenges of working in Manchester.
She said, “Challenges? I would say
inconsistency from the top. We have
been through a lot of people. A lot of
changes. And with that comes a lot of
new initiatives. And I know the work is
ever-changing, but give something
time to work.”
While secondary educators were more
vocal on this point, there was near
unanimous agreement that constant
change in district and school
leadership was a critical barrier to
educators’ capacities to implement
new
initiatives.
One
educator
observed,

“[On a scale of 1-10] capacity
to take on another initiative is

zero - below the scale. We
need to perfect what we have.
Because it’s all changing.
They just layer initiatives on
top of initiatives without
following through any of it.
So they start it, but its like
every year we get dumped
with more stuﬀ.”
Across town, another group of
educators discussed the frustration
they felt about the constant changes,
and about the impact frequent change
had on their abilities to serve students
well. Based on nods and knowing
glances during his reply, one teacher
appeared to speak for his colleagues
when he said, with emphasis,

“The best way that I have
heard it summed up is – we
build the plane as we ﬂy it.
I’ve heard that starting from
July to now. That is really the
case right now. We are ﬂying
along.
Might get a wing.
Might put some duct tape on
it. Might put some glue on
the other side and that’s
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working. Might get a spark
plug. And we’re just coasting
along.”
Integrate to Initiate
Teachers, leaders and counselors we
spoke with, especially on the
elementary level, advocated for Social
Emotional Learning initiatives to be
integrated into the work they are
doing already and were able to name
connections
between
SEL
and
academics. For example, when
speaking
about
students,
one
educator explained, “I think about
when students don’t have knowledge
of how to regulate those emotions,
and what that means, and how it
impacts their learning, because if you
get upset about something and you
don’t know how to process and you
don’t know what to do with your
anger, then you can’t move forward
with your day and move on and learn.
If they don’t have those skills, it could
really impact them.” Another teacher
said, “I don’t have a problem with
implementing another initiative. If we
integrate it as far as it relates to
something that I am currently doing
instead of it just being something
extra. If we can synergize and ﬁgure
out how can I bring it into my
classroom and make it a part of what

I’m already doing, then I think that it
would be better for it to be adopted.”
A principal added,

“[Let’s] sit down with the
curriculum coordinators and
say, okay, let's tie some SEL
standards into what you're
doing here. And then give
some sample lesson plans
and come up with some
themed units around SEL
competencies that tie into
instruction.”
According to data collected during our
qualitative interviews and the extant
research, the idea of integrating SEL
with other aspects of schooling holds
promise as a long-term investment.

Teacher Voice = Teacher Buy In
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Manchester educators expressed an
eagerness to share their ideas with
district oﬃcials and to have a voice in
shaping initiatives at the district level.
Educators want district oﬃcials to
know that there are key assets for
successful professional development
on
Social
Emotional
Learning
initiatives. Many educators thought
that the survey instrument we
prepared for the district
could be
utilized to develop SEL programming
and roll out. One counselor stated,

“I think a survey could be a
huge help. Like if you could
get consensus and then make
a plan, that would be helpful.”
Another teacher shared, “Another
thing I think they could improve on
would be that they could get teacher
feedback. Like we’re supposed to
come back and go to a workshop and
they don’t ask us.”

Cookie Cutter No No
The MCS educators with whom we
spoke extended their pride in the
district and their schools into a desire
to be a part of shaping initiatives at
their own school sites. One of the
themes we heard frequently in our
interviews was that it is important for
SEL initiatives to be adapted for a
good “ﬁt” with each individual school
site. Speciﬁcally, teachers and leaders
wanted some autonomy to select their
programs and to shape the rollout at
their school sites.
One educator
shared, “It has to be for our school
and for our kids. I was at this PD
where the presenter said that the
program was only for kids on grade
level. You’re talking to an MCS teacher
with MCS students who struggle. I was
just turned oﬀ and then I had to stay
there for 3 days.”

During our cognitive interviews
(Appendix E) on the survey itself,
educators went so far as to ask for the
inclusion of an open response option
in order to share their thoughts.
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Discussion
In response to Manchester City
Schools’ request for assistance, we
sought to understand how teacher
perceptions inﬂuenced readiness for
SEL program implementation. We
aimed to assist MCS, and potentially
other similarly situated districts, in
policy development and next steps
with early implementation. We will
now discuss our interpretations of the
ﬁndings in the context of the extant
literature presented earlier in our
conceptual framework.
Overall, our ﬁndings provide evidence
of the assertion within the extant
research
that
implementation
matters. In fact, our ﬁndings conﬁrm
that teacher perceptions of comfort,
commitment, and culture are relevant
indicators of readiness for SEL
program implementation (Brackett et
al., 2012).

Our ﬁndings reveal that MCS has
begun implementation of Rogers’
(2003)
ﬁrst
two
facets
of
implementation— dissemination and
adoption. Recall our earlier discussion
of Rogers’ classic model for program
implementation
that
includes:
dissemination (conveying information
about the existence of an innovation
to potentially interested parties);
adoption (an explicit decision by a
local unit or organization to try the
innovation);
implementation
(executing the innovation eﬀectively
when it is put in place); evaluation
(assessing how well the innovation
achieved its intended goals); and
institutionalization
(the
unit
incorporates the innovation into its
continuing practices). Within MCS,
dissemination has already partially
occurred since information on the
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existence of SEL as an innovation has
been provided to decision-making
district
oﬃcials
and
some
stakeholders within MCS. Also, an
explicit decision to try the innovation
has been made by the school district,
so adoption is underway. Along
Rogers’ continuum of implementation,
MCS thus lands within the explicit
implementation phase since MCS is
primarily concerned with executing
the innovation eﬀectively now that
adoption is underway. Although MCS
is in the early stages, the school
district
has
made
small
but
mentionable progress along Roger’s
continuum and is appropriately
focused on an inquiry into successful
program
implementation.
Frameworks
for
executing
step-by-step
high-quality
implementation are abundant in the
literature, and we suggest using
Meyers et al.’s (2012) research-based
Quality Implementation Tool (QIT) in
the recommendations section of this
report.

Successful implementation requires
will (Firestone, 1989)—the commitment
of the dominant coalition and their
willingness to take on a new reform.
Brackett et al. (2012) further explicate
will, referring to it as commitment and
describing it as a teacher’s desire to
participate in SEL training and
teaching. In Manchester City Schools,
the dominant coalition is comprised of
the educators who will make the
reform happen, that is, teachers,
counselors, and principals, with the
largest and most prominent group
being
teachers.
MCS
teachers,
counselors, and principals exhibit
their deep commitment, ﬁrst and
foremost, to their school district, to
which many of them have deep and
personal ties. They are also
committed
to
their
new
superintendent whom they believe is
leading them in the right direction.
Lastly, they are deeply committed to
their students and intensely care
about them.
With these deep
commitments undergirding them and
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their invaluable knowledge of the
diﬃculties faced by their students
beyond the classroom, we saw
evidence
amongst
educators,
speciﬁcally on the elementary level
that they are willing to take on a
reform that addresses their students’
social and emotional well-being. In
fact, they are speciﬁcally interested in
participating in SEL training and
teaching, and they care about the
details of the rollout, timing, and
content of their training.
Beyond the survey our project team
created as a deliverable for usage in
MCS’s
early
implementation,
additional research is needed on the
most productive ways of harnessing
commitment and translating it into
eﬀective implementation in districts
like MCS where the level of
commitment is high amongst certain
stakeholder groups.

In the midst of their commitment, we
found evidence of varying levels of
comfort—a
teacher’s
sense
of
conﬁdence in teaching SEL—among
MCS teachers. Some of this variation
was due to uncertainty about what SEL
is. Mirroring the lack of an explicit
deﬁnition of SEL in the extant
literature, MCS educators were unable
to furnish a clear and consistent
deﬁnition of SEL. Nonetheless, just as
conceptual overlap exists in the
literature, MCS educators had a sense
that SEL was related to students’ skill
development. Some educators had
less of this sense of deﬁnition than
others,
which
underscores
the
importance of the OECD’s work in
adopting a global deﬁnition of social
emotional skill building and learning
(OECD, 2018). This lack of clarity also
underscores the need for the
development of increased coherence
amongst researchers as key concepts
regarding SEL continue to emerge.
In addition to the lack of clarity
around what SEL is, many MCS
teachers reported variations in
comfort because they were also
uncertain of how to implement SEL
within
their
classrooms. These
teachers oﬀered evidence of Jones et
al.’s (2010) note of the tension
between implementing SEL and
standards-based
instruction
felt
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amongst educators as they wondered
how to accomplish the important task
of SEL program implementation while
also focusing on instruction that
would lead to strong student
achievement on standardized tests
while yielding high teacher evaluation
scores. They also wondered how to
accomplish SEL eﬀectively with several
students needing intense support in
this area within one classroom. These
concerns oﬀer evidence of MCS
teachers’ lack of comfort with teaching
SEL and highlight the need for
professional development.
According to Brackett et al. (2012),
improved comfort with SEL is linked to
both classroom management during
lessons and teacher attitudes about
the
importance
and
diﬃculty
associated with implementation of
new SEL programs. Also, determining
how to increase teachers’ comfort
levels
through
professional
development could lead to lower
depersonalization of students, a
greater sense of teacher personal
accomplishment within MCS, and
increased buy-in, goodness of ﬁt, and
program eﬀectiveness down the line
(Brackett et al., 2012). Additional
research on increasing teacher
comfort, especially within contexts
similar to that of MCS, is warranted as

school
districts
increasingly
implement SEL initiatives.

Teachers’ varying levels of comfort and
related concerns raised questions
around capacity. While MCS shows
some evidence of capacity, or
wherewithal to carry out a new SEL
initiative, other elements will beneﬁt
from continued development as
implementation progresses (Firestone,
1989). Already, MCS has mobilized
personnel in a new Department of
Social Emotional Learning with a
devoted director and supporting
team. The district’s focus on “safe and
secure environment” along with the
creation of a Department of Social
Emotional Learning aligns with
research by Lipina and Colombo
(2009) that links childhood poverty to
profound,
negative impacts on
children’s
cognitive
and
socio-economic development. When
combined, increased enrichment,
nurturing
environments,
and
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minimizing stress have potential to
mitigate some portion of poverty’s
eﬀects (Sowell and Noble, 2015). MCS
has also aligned resources to the
initiative with funds designated for
usage on SEL. In an eﬀort to combat
the
loose
coupling
across
organizational levels that occurs in
many schools nationally, members of
MCS’s social emotional learning team
visit multiple schools and are able to
serve as important links between
schools and the district’s central oﬃce,
a connection that is vital to eﬀective
implementation (Firestone, 1989).
MCS’s educators’ commitment to SEL
was notable amongst elementary
educators, but their capacity to do so
was a consistent concern. McLaughlin
(1990) notes that change happens at
the smallest unit (i.e., teachers within
a school), so teachers’ perceptions of
their capacity for implementation
matters and is likely related to their
level of comfort with implementing a
new SEL initiative. We ﬁnd that the
level of churn and change within MCS
district leadership and the number of
initiatives
educators
have
encountered in the recent past have
yielded teachers, speciﬁcally on the
elementary level who are committed
but overwhelmed. MCS educators are
asking district oﬃcials and school
leaders to ﬁnd a way to integrate new

initiatives into current ones so that
change is more palatable and feasible.
High school principals and teachers
felt the burden of change acutely, with
high
school
administrators
questioning
how
subject
area
specialists would have the expertise or
time
to
accomplish
SEL
implementation and with high school
teachers unknowingly agreeing with a
push within some extant research for
SEL to be focused in the lower grades
for earlier impact (Boncu et al., 2017).
More research is needed into whether
or not SEL is beneﬁcial at the
secondary level and whether or not it
is only best placed within elementary
schools.
In alignment with McLaughlin’s (1990)
RAND study, the area that will likely
beneﬁt most from enhanced focus
within MCS is the development of
educational methods that involve
teachers and build their capacity.
McLaughlin noted this approach as
one of the crucial elements of capacity
that
aﬀects
the
success
of
implementation.
Our
ﬁndings
corroborate McLaughlin’s work, with
teachers not only requesting the
existence
of
professional
development around SEL but also
making suggestions on the timing and
strategy
around
professional
development on SEL, including the
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time of year it should happen, who
should conduct it, and the need to
adapt it according to context.
Teachers
also
supported
the
development of a survey gathering
feedback from educators. Brackett et
al.’s (2012) work suggests that
professional development related to
SEL will increase the likelihood of
implementation of MCS’s new SEL
initiative and that the resulting
collective
commitment
to
implementing the initiative along with
the shared vision noted in MCS’s
strategic plan will increase the
likelihood of programmatic success.
Culture, as deﬁned by Brackett et al.
(2012), is school wide support for SEL
and is largely related to teacher
perceptions of a core component of
school culture—the school leader’s
support for the initiative. Being so
closely tied to the school leader,
culture is related to the mobilization of
personnel associated with capacity.
Despite change fatigue within MCS,
perceptions of culture as strong were
prevalent among the teachers we
interviewed since they highly esteem
the new superintendent and her
priorities.
MCS
can
ﬁnd
encouragement in the fact that
according to Brackett et al.’s research,
the continuation of their SEL
programs is likely to be inﬂuenced

positively by the superintendent’s
support as long as implementation
quality is high. The caution to MCS is
that the inﬂuence of the leader is also
prevalent on the school level and will
be strongly tied to the principal’s
support of the SEL initiative. Training
and professional development of
principals could help to cultivate
principals’ abilities to be strong
inﬂuencers of SEL implementation in
their schools, which could lead to
lower emotional exhaustion and
perceptions of higher administrative
support for teachers (Brackett et al.,
2012). Additional research into the
most eﬀective means of training
principals on new initiatives and
speciﬁcally SEL initiatives could be
helpful as school districts and
individual
schools
increasingly
implement SEL programs.
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Recommendations
survey results have been tallied, MCS
Leadership can continue to build trust
and momentum by sharing the results
publicly and by using the results to
guide the design and implementation
of SEL initiatives.

The survey developed by our project
team maps closely to Brackett et al’s
(2012) critical elements for eﬀective
SEL
implementation:
teachers’
perceptions of comfort, commitment,
and culture. As noted earlier,
increased levels of these three
elements are linked to successful SEL
program implementation, including
both
ﬁdelity
and
quality
of
implementation.
The
Quality
Implementation Tool (QIT) (Meyers,
2012), suggests that creating the
conditions for collaboration sets the
stage for successful implementation
of an initiative. During our study,
educators asked to have a voice in the
design and implementation of SEL
initiatives in MCS. We propose that
MCS honor their request by asking for
their feedback directly. Once the

Based on the sample selected, this
study revealed greater support for
Social
Emotional
Learning
and
implementation of initiatives related
to SEL among elementary school
educators. As our team observed
school environments, we found that
many
elementary
settings
had
elements in place that could be built
upon to create more robust Social
Emotional Learning programming,
such as Positive Behavior Intervention
Support
(PBIS),
character
trait
celebrations and scheduled morning
meetings. While these elements alone
are insuﬃcient to be considered true
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implementation
of
SEL,
they
nevertheless
demonstrate
an
openness to the subject matter as well
as an attempt to address and to
support
students’
social
and
emotional development in a systemic
manner. Interviews with elementary
educators
supported
these
observations
as
each
of
the
elementary educators we spoke with
were quick to draw a connection
between children’s social emotional
and academic development.
In addition, the structure of the
elementary school day and the
resulting function of elementary
school staﬃng best lends itself to the
implementation of SEL initiatives.
Whereas secondary schools are
arranged around Carnegie Units of
discreet content taught by certiﬁed
content teachers in a structure that
compels students to move through
many distinct periods with equally
distinct teachers each day, elementary
schools, including those we visited, are
often arranged around grade levels
where teachers instruct one group of
students at one grade level for the
entire day. Although elementary
teachers are required to teach core
content for a minimum number of
minutes
per
day,
they often
experience more ﬂexibility in creating
their schedules, including the order of

instructional routines and are more
likely to be able to seamlessly
integrate SEL.
Finally,
SEL literature identiﬁes
elementary schools as representing
an optimum age to target Social
Emotional Learning programming
(Boncu et al., 2017). Popular and
increasing
support
for
explicit
instruction
in
Social
Emotional
Learning skills for early grades
students in the United States has
resulted in the development of many
resources that MCS may consult when
developing their own model, including
standards
identiﬁed
by
the
Collaborative for Academic and Social
and Emotional Learning (CASEL) in 24
states. Of these 24, it is worth noting
that seven speciﬁcally focus on either
pre-kindergarten through 3rd grade or
kindergarten through 3rd grade
(https://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/
2018/02/K-12-Learning-Goals-for-SELFeb-2018.pdf, visited February 18th,
2019) .
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Our
qualitative
interviews
demonstrated that while many
educators felt overwhelmed by the
number of priorities in their work
days, they were willing to implement
initiatives that they perceive to be
related to the work that they are
already doing and to implement
initiatives that will improve student
outcomes. Because educators are so
invested in Manchester City Schools,
in relationships with one another, in
MCS leadership, and in their students’
success, Manchester City Schools has
a tremendous opportunity to build on
the work they have already done to
develop the 2018-2023 Strategic Plan.
Speciﬁcally, the district is poised to
demonstrate how implementation of
an SEL initiative ties directly to the
Student Success pillar in their strategic
plan and to tie existing priorities and
initiatives
to
SEL
program
implementation.

One way to connect Social Emotional
Learning
within
the
existing
Manchester City Schools’ Strategic
Plan pillar of Student Success and its
target to “increase percentage of
students attending school with less
than 15 excused/unexcused absences
from 77% to 85%” would be for the
Department of Social Emotional
Learning to partner with the
Department of Attendance, whose
webpage
proclaims
“GREAT
ATTENDANCE = GREAT SCHOOLS =
GREAT COMMUNITIES” (School District
Website referenced March 1, 2019).
Many of the schools we visited listed
student attendance as a top district
and school priority based on chronic
absenteeism. School report card data
substantiated
these
concerns.
Research points to Social Emotional
Learning
as improving student
outcomes in on several measures,
including attendance. For example,
Schanzenbach, Bauer and Mumford
(2016) found that schools are less
likely to have high rates of chronic
absenteeism when students feel that
the school climate is caring and
supportive. The authors noted that
“SEL plays an integral part in
improving school climate and culture,
which in turn can reduce chronic
absences”
(Schanzenbacck et al.,
2016).
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Another connection to draw could be
between implementation of Social
Emotional Learning and Manchester
City Schools’ Student Success pillar
goals to increase student proﬁciencies
in early literacy, English Language Arts
and mathematics. Integrating SEL into
the
curriculum
with
academic
standards can be an eﬀective
approach for addressing the need to
uphold
both
standards-based
accountability and social emotional
skill development (Jones et al., 2010).
Suggestions made by educators
during our interviews were to
integrate Social Emotional Learning
skills into lessons created by
Manchester curriculum developers
and to integrate SEL into the district’s
lesson planning format in an
intentional manner. In doing so, MCS
leaders can communicate their belief
that both SEL and academic skill
development are crucial for students’
success and can begin to alleviate
educators’ fears about whether or not
teaching Social Emotional Learning
skills is appropriate or valued.

Recall from our conceptual framework
that Meyers and his colleagues (2012)
leveraged a meta-analysis of 25
implementation frameworks rooted in
implementation research to design a
Quality Implementation Tool (QIT).
Refer back to Figure 1. Our team
selected the QIT because of its
emphasis on distributed leadership
methods and because of its ability to
build a bridge between scholarship
and practice.
This framework is
congruent with the tenets of school
improvement, which include the
principle that reform should not be
entirely top down or uniformly
pre-packaged but should instead
reﬂect the DNA, or essence, of the
reform while simultaneously involving
stakeholders and considering context
(Murphy and Torre, 2014).
The
steps
in
the
Quality
Implementation Tool (Meyers et al.,
2012) align closely with many of the
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themes we heard in our interviews as
well
as
best
practice
for
implementation of new initiatives. The
QIT
posits
that
successful
implementation has six ordered steps
that an organization should consider
when implementing a new initiative.
First, decide on an implementation
team. Second, work to create
collaborative conditions that engender
community-wide support for the new
initiative or innovation. Third, develop
an implementation plan. Fourth,
receive
technical
training
and
assistance. Fifth, foster practitioner
and developer collaboration. Sixth,
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the
implementation.
First, Meyers et al. (2012) and his
colleagues recommend that an
implementation team be created. This
could include members of the
Department of Social and Emotional
Learning, but could also be inclusive
of teachers, principals, counselors,
community members, and students,
per the Stakeholder Trust pillar of the
Manchester City Schools 2018-2023
Strategic Plan (School District Website
referenced March 1, 2019). One way
to identify educators who are
interested in participating in the
implementation team would be to
administer the survey we created as a
product of this study. The ﬁnal

question prompts participants to
share their names if they are
interested
in
joining
the
implementation team and is not
linked to the rest of the individual’s
responses in order to ensure
anonymity.
Next, the QIT (Meyers et al., 2012)
recommends that implementers of
new initiatives should work to create
collaborative conditions that engender
community-wide support for the new
initiative. Manchester City could
accomplish this in several ways, such
as sharing the results of the data and
the names and roles of the
implementation
team,
providing
contacts throughout the school
system for educators to contact with
reactions, comments, or suggestions.
Next, implementation team members
could
visit
schools to gather
qualitative data that would round out
the qualitative data gleaned from
survey administration. Many sections
of the interview protocol we used
would lend themselves well to these
visits (See Appendix C). Additionally,
implementation team members could
hold town halls at strategic times and
locations in order to get parent and
community feedback on proposed
Social
Emotional
Learning
implementation.
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Third, Meyers and his colleagues
(2012) recommend creating an
implementation plan. This plan should
be based on the information gathered
from
both
the
survey
and
implementation team visits. As the
plan is shared, Manchester City
Schools oﬃcials and implementation
team members should share how the
plan was developed and the eﬀorts
they
undertook
to
engage
stakeholders in the creation of the
plan.
Fourth, the QIT (Meyers et al., 2012)
recommends
providing
technical
training and assistance. Throughout
our research, educators asked for
professional development to explicate
the “what” of the initiative, or to
explain what was to be expected of
them as well as the “why”, or the
predicted impact on student success.
Educators also asked for professional
development to occur well in advance
of expected implementation in order
to be able to plan for eﬀective
execution of new initiatives. Finally,
Manchester City Schools’ educators
asked for professional development to
be conducted by those familiar with
the unique assets and challenges
possessed
and
faced
by the
Manchester community.

Fifth, Meyers and his colleagues (2012)
recommend fostering practitioner
development
and
collaboration.
Preferably before implementation
begins and certainly once it is
underway, Department of Social
Emotional Learning team members
(and implementation team members
where appropriate and feasible)
should plan to spend a great deal of
time in schools, working directly with
teachers and leaders to plan
implementation, observing lessons
where possible and appropriate, and
making
adjustments
based
on
educator feedback. It is possible the
Manchester City Schools will choose to
pilot implementation in a few schools
in order to be able to support more
frequent,
routine
practitioner
collaboration and to be able to
compile learning and reﬂection to
better support and develop future
development by practitioners.
Finally, the QIT (Meyers et al., 2012)
recommends
monitoring
and
evaluating
the
eﬀectiveness of
implementation. While this is a
recommendation of the QIT (Meyers
et al., 2012) it is worth noting that
implementation research converges
on the idea of monitoring being a key
element
of
all
successful
implementation (Rogers, 2003). Much
research on program implementation
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and
implementation
of
Social
Emotional Learning also aligns along
the idea that SEL programming does
not need to be implemented with
complete ﬁdelity at each site and that
site-based adaptations work to
support educator investment in and
longevity of initiatives. This was a
prominent theme in our qualitative
interviews; educators wanted to
ensure that programs not be “cookie
cutter”, but could instead be adapted
to best ﬁt their distinctive school sites.
During the course of ongoing
evaluation,
members
of
the
Manchester City Schools Department
of Social and Emotional Learning and
implementation team will have an
opportunity to observe and to codify
elements of SEL programming that are
essential to follow with ﬁdelity as well
as to note adaptations that have
served school communities well.

participants
in
our
qualitative
interviews outlined above. A culture of
collaboration that will allow for lasting
and genuine SEL initiatives can begin
to be built by following the steps
called for in the QIT (Meyers et al.,
2012).

Collectively, these recommendations
should serve to harness educator
commitment and to enhance both
educator comfort and district wide
culture for implementation (Brackett
et al.. 2012). Educator commitment
can be built by tying implementation
of SEL to other district priorities,
among other actions. Educator
comfort can be built by providing
educators with the support and
development
requested
by
50
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Conclusion
State departments of education and
school districts across the nation are
increasingly viewing Social Emotional
Learning as an essential means of
increasing the academic and life
outcomes of students. This study’s
examination of the ways that teacher
perceptions, speciﬁcally commitment,
comfort, and culture (Brackett et al,
2012), inﬂuence readiness for SEL
program implementation will provide
a
useful tool as they consider,
implement, and evaluate district wide
SEL initiatives.
In MCS, we ﬁnd that educators
demonstrate
deep
commitment
(Brackett et al., 2012) to their school
district and to the children they serve
and are willing, speciﬁcally on the
elementary level, to take up a Social
Emotional
Learning
initiative.
However, we ﬁnd that educators vary
with respect to comfort (Brackett et al.,
2012)
with
SEL,
identifying
professional development as a key
lever in addressing their capacity to do
so. They also name the culture of
churn with respect to leadership as a
barrier to successful implementation.
Still, MCS educators were invested in
the district’s new leadership and

interested in helping to shape the
upcoming Social Emotional Learning
initiative, oﬀering suggestions on both
the timing and strategy around
professional development on SEL,
including the time of year it should
happen, who should conduct it, and
the need to adapt it according to
context.
With newly allocated resources in the
form of new hires, new funding, and
strategic alignment between the
central oﬃce and schools in place,
MCS has made some progress toward
successful implementation, but the
bulk of the work remains. The survey
created as a project deliverable will
provide speciﬁc data for MCS to
analyze alongside this report to help
MCS, and perhaps other similarly
situated school districts, to harness
educator feedback, which is a key
desire amongst MCS educators and an
important component of program
implementation (Rogers, 2003; Meyers
et al., 2012). Close attention to the
recommendations presented in this
report will likely further enhance
MCS’s readiness for successful SEL
program implementation and help
guide MCS into important next steps
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as the district aims to secure the
desired positive life outcomes for
students.
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Appendix A
Overview of the “Big Five” domains and Three Compound Skills
2018 OECD Social and Emotional Skills Report
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Appendix B

Manchester City Schools
Request for Assistance: Peabody College Capstone Program
June 1, 2018
Manchester City Schools serves approximately 24,000 students across 43 schools in an urban
area ‑‑ eighteen elementary schools, ten K‑8 schools, eight middle schools, and seven high
schools. District‑wide, 64.6% of students are eligible for free or reduced lunch and the student
popula on is 93% black, 5% Hispanic, 1% white, and 1% mul racial or Asian.
Star ng in the 2018‑2019 school year, district administra on will roll out a series of ini a ves
around social‑emo onal learning throughout the district. We would like to take this opportunity
to look at the early stage implementa on, speciﬁcally analyzing the eﬀec veness of professional
development and ﬁdelity of implementa on of this new set of prac ces and policies. Poten al
capstone project ques ons include:
● How do teachers perceive social‑emo onal needs of MCS students? What is the basis of these
percep ons?
● How do teachers perceive the new social‑emo onal learning ini a ves?
● How are schools across MCS implemen ng this new ini a ve? How do PD prac ces diﬀer?
● What is the rela onship between PD prac ces and program ﬁdelity?
● How do schools of varying size, grade levels, academic performance, student (e.g., SES) and
teacher (e.g., experience levels) proﬁles vary in terms of early implementa on pa erns?
● What factors account for these implementa on diﬀerences? What are cri cal challenges to fully
implemen ng this new ini a ve?
● How do factors of organiza onal capacity inﬂuence early adop on pa erns and instruc onal
integra on of this new ini a ve?
This will be the ﬁrst major new ini a ve of the current superintendent, and lessons learned
from this capstone project will help inform future endeavors.
MCS an cipates a mixed‑methods data collec on design that u lizes interviews with mul ple
stakeholders, including district leaders, classroom teachers, and program specialists. We also
an cipate a systema c review (and observa on) and evalua on of the social‑emo onal
program materials, training components, as well as relevant district (trend) data sets on student
performance and growth. MCS will provide school demographic and student data, including
a endance, behavioral, and economic status sta s cs. These data can iden fy schools varying
social, academic, and behavioral contexts for compara ve purposes.
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Appendix C

Interview Protocols
Manchester City Schools
In Partnership with the Vanderbilt Peabody Capstone Team
NeShante Brown
Christy Bryce
Erin Mack Trapanese
Manchester City Schools Interview Protocols
Research question: How do educators perceptions of instructional contexts and organizational
capacity influence readiness for SEL program implementation?

Protocol:
●
Interviews (ideally) to include from each campus: principal, assistant principal,
counselor, 1 teacher per grade, 1 specialist (i.e. reading coordinator, physical educator, etc.) for a
total of 10 at elementary and a similar number at secondary (i.e. teachers of upperclassmen,
lowerclassmen, a variety of content levels)
●
Document Review to include: school website, school code of conduct, school schedule,
examination of physical space (walls, common spaces, exterior, etc), yearbooks (where
available), school newsletters (where available), list of school programs (where available). etc.
Intended Audience:
●
6 Elementary Schools
●
3 Secondary Schools
●
Principals
●
Assistant Principals
●
Counselors
●
Teachers
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Introduction: Hello, my name is ____________________ and I am a doctoral candidate at
Vanderbilt University. I really appreciate you taking time out of your busy schedule to talk to me
about your thoughts and ideas about social emotional learning (SEL) and about how it might be
implemented in Manchester City Schools . The information you share today will not be
attributed to you or to your school directly. Instead, our team will look for themes and trends
across our conversations. Your contributions will help to inform planning and roll out of future
MCS initiatives. Before we begin our interview, I would like to read you a paragraph about
informed consent.
IRB Language (to be used with every participant): This interview is being conducted as a
needs assessment for Manchester City Schools in partnership with Vanderbilt University
Peabody College. Your participation is completely voluntary. The purpose of this interview is to
gain information about school and district perceptions of Social Emotional Learning. The
interview should take approximately 30 minutes to complete. Your feedback will guide the
district in determining next steps for supporting Social Emotional Learning for students in
Manchester City Schools. No risks would be reasonably expected as a result of participation in
this interview. Your responses to this interview will be kept anonymous. No other personal
identifying information will be collected. Do you have any questions related to what I have
shared before we begin?
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Teacher Interview Protocol
Ice Breaker and Professional Background
How much time will you get off for Thanksgiving? What are you most looking forward to about
that time?
How long have you been at [school]?
Where did you teach before [school]? With Manchester City Schools (MCS)?
What attracted you to [school]? MCS?
What are the greatest strengths of MCS? Its greatest challenges?
What classes/subject(s) do you teach? Grade level?
How did you prepare to teach those subjects? (Where did you go to teacher’s college? What is
your background/degree in?)
Teacher Perceptions of SEL:
How would you define social emotional learning (SEL)?
Have you attended any SEL training or professional development? Describe it.
What role might SEL play in schools, if any? In classrooms?
How comfortable are you with implementing SEL in your classroom? What would make you
more comfortable?
Personal and School Level Capacity/Readiness for Implementation:
What initiatives are taking place in your building this year? How do they relate to each other? To
district priorities?
Which is the most important initiative? The least?
On a scale of 110 (with 10 being very ready and 1 being not at all ready), what is your capacity
for taking on another initiative of any kind?
If you were to take on an initiative related to SEL, what would it look like?
If you were to take another initiative on related to SEL, what support would you need (time,
professional development, resources)?
Organizational Capacity/Readiness for SEL Implementation:
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What have you been told about Manchester City Schools’ plan for SEL? What are the expected
outcomes?
Have any staff or staff time that has been committed to SEL at (name of school)? In MCS? (If
yes) what/which/how many staff are devoted SEL implementation?
What resources are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of SEL initiatives?What
culture leadership roles or staff positions are needed in order to ensure successful implementation
of SEL initiatives?
Has your school implemented any programs related to SEL? Has MCS? (If yes) what program(s)
have been implemented?
What model or program would best support successful implementation of SEL?
Has (name of school) or district received any grants or funds related to SEL? (If yes) what funds
or grants?
Are you aware of any SELfocused professional development? (If yes) what programs or topics
has/will the professional development focus on?
How is professional development “practiced” within MCS? What professional development
would best support the implementation of SEL?
What are the expectations of faculty/staff for SEL at your school? In MCS?
Have there been any changes related to time for SEL implementation (e.g., schedules, meeting
structures, time for collaboration, etc.)? If so, what changes?
What impact, if any, might current climate and culture in MCS have on MCS’s capacity for
implementation of SEL?

Closing
Is there anything else I need to learn or understand about MCS before we depart today?
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Principal/Assistant Principal Protocol
Ice Breaker and Professional Background
How much time will you get off for Thanksgiving? What are you most looking forward to about
that time?
Where did you start your career in education? What year?
How long have you been a principal/assistant principal? At [school]?
Where did you work before you came [school]? What was your role there?
What attracted you to [school]? Manchester City Schools (MCS)?
What are the greatest strengths of MCS? Its greatest challenges?
How did you prepare to be a school leader? (Where did you go to teacher’s college? What is
your background/degree in? What positions have you held before?)
Principal Perceptions of SEL:
How would you define social emotional learning (SEL)?
What has been your exposure to SEL? Your teachers? Your counselor?
How did you hear about it?
In your view, what role can SEL play in schools? Classrooms?
Have you experienced any SEL training or professional development? Describe it. How
effective was it? Why? What about your teachers and counselors?
How comfortable are you with implementing SEL in your school? Your staff? What would make
you or your staff more comfortable?
Personal and School Level Capacity/Readiness for Implementation:
What initiatives are taking place in your building this year?
How do the initiatives that are taking place in your building relate to each other?
How do these initiatives relate to district priorities?
What messages have you shared with staff about the priority each initiative should receive.
Which is the most important? The least?
On a scale of 110(with 10 being very ready and 1 being not at all ready), what is your capacity
for taking on another initiative of any kind?
If you were to take on an initiative related to SEL, what would it look like?
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If you were to take another initiative on related to SEL, what support would you need (time,
professional development, resources)?
Organizational Capacity/Readiness for SEL Implementation:
What have you been told about Manchester City Schools’ plan for SEL? What are the expected
outcomes?
Have any staff or staff time that has been committed to SEL at (name of school)? In MCS? (If
yes) what/which/how many staff are devoted SEL implementation?
What resources are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of SEL initiatives?What
leadership roles or staff positions are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of
SEL initiatives?
Has your school implemented any programs related to SEL? Has MCS? (If yes) what program(s)
have been implemented?
What model or program would best support successful implementation of SEL?
Has (name of school) or district received any grants or funds related to SEL? (If yes) what funds
or grants?
Are you aware of any SELfocused professional development? (If yes) what programs or topics
has/will the professional development focus on?
How is professional development “practiced” within MCS? What professional development
would best support the implementation of SEL?
What are the expectations of faculty/staff for SEL at your school? In MCS?
Have there been any changes related to time for SEL implementation (e.g., schedules, meeting
structures, time for collaboration, etc.)? If so, what changes?
What impact, if any, might current climate and culture in MCS have on MCS’s capacity for
implementation of SEL?
Closing
Is there anything else I need to learn or understand about MCS before we depart today?
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Counselor Interview Protocol
Ice Breaker and Professional Background
How much time will you get off for Thanksgiving? What are you most looking forward to about
that time?
How long have you been at [school]?
Where did you work before [school]? With Manchester City Schools (MCS)?
What attracted you to [school]? MCS?
What are the greatest strengths of MCS? Its greatest challenges?
How did you prepare to be a school counselor? (Where did you go to teacher’s college? What is
your background/degree in? What positions have you held before?)
Counselor Perceptions of SEL:
How would you define social emotional learning (SEL)?
Have you attended any SEL training or professional development? Describe it.
What role might SEL play in schools, if any? In classrooms?
How comfortable are you with implementing SEL in your school? What would make you more
comfortable?
Personal and School Level Capacity/Readiness for Implementation:
What initiatives are taking place in your building this year?
How do the initiatives that are taking place in your building relate to each other?
How do these initiatives relate to district priorities?
What messages have you shared with staff about the priority each initiative should receive.
Which is the most important? The least?
How do these initiatives support students’ SEL (or wellbeing)?
On a scale of 110 (with 10 being very ready and 1 being not at all ready), what is your capacity
for taking on another initiative of any kind? Related to SEL?
On a scale of 110, what is your school community’s capacity for taking on another initiative?
In your view, would your school faculty and staff support an SEL initiative? If so, who?
If you were to take on an initiative related to SEL, what would it look like?
If you were to take another initiative on related to SEL, what support would you need (time,
professional development, resources)?
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Organizational Capacity/Readiness for SEL Implementation:
What have you been told about Manchester City Schools’ plan for SEL? What are the expected
outcomes?
Have any staff or staff time that has been committed to SEL at (name of school)? In MCS? (If
yes) what/which/how many staff are devoted SEL implementation?
What resources are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of SEL initiatives?What
leadership roles or staff positions are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of
SEL initiatives?
Has your school implemented any programs related to SEL? Has MCS? (If yes) what program(s)
have been implemented?
What model or program would best support successful implementation of SEL?
Has (name of school) or district received any grants or funds related to SEL? (If yes) what funds
or grants?
Are you aware of any SELfocused professional development? (If yes) what programs or topics
has/will the professional development focus on?
How is professional development “practiced” within MCS? What professional development
would best support the implementation of SEL?
What are the expectations of faculty/staff for SEL at your school? In MCS?
Have there been any changes related to time for SEL implementation (e.g., schedules, meeting
structures, time for collaboration, etc.)? If so, what changes?
What impact, if any, might current climate and culture in MCS have on MCS’s capacity for
implementation of SEL?
Closing
Is there anything else I need to learn or understand about MCS before we depart today?
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District Personnel Protocol
Ice Breaker and Professional Background
How much time will you get off for Thanksgiving? What are you most looking forward to about
that time?
How long have you been a district official?
Where did you work before you came central office? What was your role there? Previous
locations and roles?
What attracted you to Manchester City Schools (MCS)?
What are the greatest strengths of MCS? Its greatest challenges?
How did you prepare to for your current role? (Where did you go to teacher’s college? What is
your background/degree in? What positions have you held before?)
District Perceptions of SEL:
How would you define social emotional learning (SEL)?
Have you attended any SEL training or professional development? Describe it.
What role might SEL play in schools, if any? In classrooms?
How comfortable are you with implementing SEL in your district? Your colleagues (principals,
teachers, counselors)?
What would make you more comfortable? Your colleagues (principals, teachers, counselors)?
Organizational capacity/readiness for implementation:
What initiatives are taking place in your district this year?
How do the initiatives that are taking place relate to each other?
How do these initiatives relate to building priorities?
Which is the most important? The least?
On a scale of 110 (with 10 being very ready and 1 being not at all ready), what is your capacity
for taking on another initiative of any kind? Your colleagues’ (principals, teachers, counselors)?
If you were to take on an initiative related to SEL, what would it look like?
If you were to take another initiative on related to SEL, what support would you need (time,
professional development, resources)? Your colleagues (principals, teachers, counselors)?
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Organizational Capacity/Readiness for SEL implementation:
What have you been told about Manchester City Schools’ plan for SEL? What are the expected
outcomes?
Have any staff or staff time that has been committed to SEL at the district level? At the school
level? (If yes) what/which/how many staff are devoted SEL implementation?
What resources are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of SEL initiatives?What
leadership roles or staff positions are needed in order to ensure successful implementation of
SEL initiatives?
Has your district implemented any programs related to SEL? Have specific schools? (If yes)
what program(s) have been implemented?
What model or program would best support successful implementation of SEL?
Has MCS received any grants or funds related to SEL? (If yes) what funds or grants?
Are you aware of any SELfocused professional development offered by the district? By specific
schools? (If yes) what programs or topics has/will the professional development focus on?
How is professional development “practiced” within MCS? What professional development
would best support the implementation of SEL?
What are the expectations of faculty/staff for SEL in MCS? At specific schools?
Have there been any changes related to time for SEL implementation (e.g., schedules, meeting
structures, time for collaboration, etc.)? If so, what changes?
What impact, if any, might current climate and culture in MCS have on MCS’s capacity for
implementation of SEL?
Closing
Is there anything else I need to learn or understand about MCS before we depart today?
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Appendix D
Master Matrix
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Appendix E
Cognitive Interview
Given the unique and meaningful
role that stakeholder surveys can
play in gauging perceptions,
providing contextual information,
and guiding eﬀective reform, we
sought to provide a reliable and
valid instrument. By improving the
quality and scope of the data
collected, we aimed to provide a
solid basis for policy decisions
within Manchester City Schools.

be ambiguous. By investigating if
educators interpret seemingly
straightforward constructs as they
were intended by the interviewers,
researchers can improve the rigor
and objectivity of the survey.
Following Desimone and Le Floch’s
(2004)
cognitive
interviewing
model, we conducted a “think
aloud
interview”
in
which
participants talked through their
thoughts as they responded to
each item on the survey. The
following questions were asked at
the conclusion of this think aloud
time:

Pre-testing surveys is one method
recommended
to
address
potential weaknesses of a survey
(Desimone & Le Floch, 2004).
Educational terminology can often

At the conclusion of interviews in
Manchester City Schools, cognitive
interviews were conducted with ﬁve
educators. These ﬁve educators were
selected based on their availability

and therefore this was a sample of
convenience which has its limitations.
These
interviews were digitally
recorded and transcribed. Our project
team followed a careful procedure of
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reviewing the cognitive interviews for
each item. A sample transcription of
an interview can be found below:

our plate. The only thing I might want
would be a space to add my own
thoughts.

Interviewee: We use the State Course
of Study for our standards, so I don’t
think people who take this survey will
understand what that means.

Through the process of conducting
cognitive interviews, we discovered
some technical and perceptual issues.
The cognitive interviews helped to
unpack complex constructs such as
SEL and implementation to ensure
that respondents interpreted the
questions as intended. Our project
team used feedback from the
cognitive interviews to ensure that
there were shared meanings and
interpretations in surveyed constructs.
For example in all ﬁve cognitive
interviews, the educators we spoke
with did not understand the CASEL
acronym, which we expanded to its
full name, the Collaborative for Social,
Academic and Emotional Learning, to
make the item more clear. In 3
interviews, educators expressed a
desire to have an open-ended
response item in order to leave
comments for those reviewing the
survey. We revised items based on
feedback and suggestions from the
respondents and created an improved
survey. Additionally, we found that
our estimate of 15 minutes or less for
survey completion was accurate.

Interviewer: Thank you. That is helpful.
Interviewee: What is this...how do you
say it case-case-el?
Interviewer: Thank you for catching
that we used an acronym that might
be confusing. That is the abbreviation
for the Collaborative for Social,
Academic and Emotional Learning, an
organization that compiles and leads
work related to SEL across the United
States.
Interviewee: (upon completion, 12
minutes and 33 seconds from start):
Yeah, that pretty much hits the basics.
Interviewer: Is there anything else you
might add?
Interviewee: Well, this survey should
give them a lot of information. I’m glad
you asked for the diﬀerences between
if we think it’s important and if we can
actually do it with everything else on
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Appendix F
Social Emotional Learning Survey
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Appendix G
Limitations

Limitations
Our project focused on how teacher
perceptions of instructional contexts
and organizational capacity inﬂuence
readiness
for
SEL
program
implementation in an urban school
district in the southeastern U.S. In this
section, we will address the limitations
of our project with respect to its
external and internal reliability and
validity.

Reliability
With a qualitative approach like ours,
there are constraints on the reliability
of our project, which we will explicate
here (Patton, 2015). First, we are
concerned with a naturally occurring
event—readiness for SEL program
implementation in an urban school
district in the southern U.S.—as
compared to a strictly controlled
experimental study. Our approach
naturally appears more challenging to
replicate due to issues related to
uniqueness of context or other factors
and
idiosyncrasies.
Also,
our
qualitative approach necessitated the
application of artistry (Patton, 2015) to

the way we presented data as
opposed to the codiﬁed techniques
typical
of
more
quantitative
approaches. In the face of these
constraints, we realized that we were
in the ﬁeld and not in the lab and
utilized
descriptive,
anchored
concepts: we went into the ﬁeld with
an open mind but not empty-headed.
We had consumed the extant
literature and were prepared to
consume and process what we
observed.
External
Here, we address ﬁve major problems
associated with external reliability and
how they relate our project—research
status position, informant choices,
social situations and conditions,
analytic constructs and premises, and
methods of data collection and
analysis. First, we addressed the
potential problem of research status
position by primarily presenting
ourselves as graduate students and
not as our other social roles, thereby
limiting
the
potential
of
our
conclusions to be qualiﬁed by our
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social roles in relation to the research
site. We also selected informants that
were neutral and had a lot of
information. We centered the social
situations and conditions around our
interviewees’ comfort in order to
mitigate the impact of setting on their
responses.
With
our
analytic
constructs and premises we were
sensitive in the way that ordered our
questions, from less intense to more,
and were sensitive, for example, to
varying perceptions of capacity in the
way we phrased questions. Our
methods of data collection and
analysis are detailed in the methods
section and our interview protocols
are in Appendix C.
Internal
With regard to internal reliability, we
will discuss our approach to low
inference
descriptors,
peer
examination,
and
mechanically
recorded data, three strategies
typically employed to reduce threats
to internal reliability in qualitative
approaches. With low inference
descriptors, we recorded digitally and
utilized a recording application for
digital transcription. A clear limitation
is that our study has not been
subjected to peer examination, which
under other circumstances would
aﬀord corroboration of ﬁndings by

other researchers and support the
prospect of publication. However, we
did mechanically record data in an
eﬀort to reduce threat to internal
reliability as opposed to just taking
notes.

Validity
Here, we will discuss the limitations
around our study’s validity and will
discuss the issue of comparability as a
function of external validity (Patton,
2015). We will share how we
addressed four issues related to
internal validity—process and change,
observer eﬀects, selection, and
spurious conclusions. On the external
validity front, our most signiﬁcant
question was about comparability and
how typical and generalizable our
ﬁndings are. Our ﬁndings are limited
here and are only potentially
generalizable to other similarly
situated settings and conditions like
the ones in which our study took
place.
With regard to internal validity, we did
not encounter any signiﬁcant process
or change issues. Although there has
been a great deal of changes in
leadership prior to this study being
conducted, no consequential changes
were observed during the study. We
addressed
observer
eﬀects
by
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establishing trust and rapport with
interviewees
through
icebreaker
questions. We also looked at the
language we used in our interview
protocol and made sure that it
reﬂected cultural understanding. Our
most signiﬁcant limitation with
internal validity was with selection.
Ideally, we would have been working
with a random stratiﬁed sample, but
instead we are working with a
purposive
sample,
which
can
substantially limit our internal validity
if those schools that are selected and
those whom we interview are not
representative
of
the
greater
population of MCS employees (in
terms of race, gender, socioeconomic
status and other factors). However,
per our request, Manchester City
Schools selected schools that reﬂected
the demographics of race, ethnicity,
and socio-economic status of the
district as a whole in an eﬀort to
lessen this threat to internal validity.
In addition, we must be aware that
those who chose to participate may
have common characteristics that are
not representative of the general
population. For example, perhaps
they are more conscientious or likely
to display deference to authority or
institutions. Please note that we were
also careful not to make assumptions
in the absence of evidence. (C.
Smrekar, class lecture, Spring 2017)

Despite these limitations, the project
team does not believe that ﬁndings, or
key themes, are impacted in any
substantial way. The project team
adhered to the tenets of qualitative
research and have identiﬁed ﬁndings
in which MCS will ﬁnd key insights to
illuminate the current status of SEL
program
implementation
and
readiness for the next phase.
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